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• 13 books of correspondence, collected in so-called 
Briefcopirbücher by Kuhač himself

• copies and concepts of sent letters

• years 1860-1911

• German, Hungarian, Croatian 

• Gothic, Cyrillic and Latin script 

• addressees: family, colleagues, professors, writers, students, 
publishers, politicians and patrons

• valuable source of information about cultural, political and 
musical events as well as Kuhač’s life, work and his activities



Kurrentschrift

• old German script, based on late 
Medieval cursive writing;
German cursive 

• the handwriting used in Germany 
before the second half of the 20th 
century

• taught in German schools until 
1941



Grimmische Ortographie

• Jacob und Wilhelm Grimm: preface of 
the Deutsches Wörterbuch, Vol. 1, 
Leipzig, 1854.

• simplification of so called
“Längenkennzeichnung”, length
indicators: h and ie only there, where 
historically correct (weh, but han, war; 
ziehen, but gibt, vil, also mer, ser, one, 
obwol, jar…)

• elimination of th: teater, tun, teoretisch

• no capitalization of substantives



Deciphering the Handwriting

• “h” has a loop both above and below the line

• “u” has a little arch above it

• a straight line above a letter can mean that it is an “n” or an “m” and that the letter should 
be doubled

• similarity of letters “e” and “n”:

• the “n” is written as one unit in a single stroke

• the “e” is written with two strokes

• there are three different ways to write letter “s”

• often no use of punctuation



Transliteration

• the transliterated text is 

undertaken precisely as it is 

written in the letters, including:

• lower case in nouns and titles

(the exception are the words at 

the beginning of the sentence)

• absence of the length 

indicators (h, ie)

• absence of punctuation

• grammatical errors: Sie

habe…

• footnotes:

• corrected spelling "errors"

• inserted words, sentences and 
paragraphs

• words which are crossed over

• corrected words









• names and words written in 
Croatian and languages other
than German are written in Latin 
script - a vivid evidence how the 
Gothic and Latin script 
intertwine:

• Adolf Lifka

• Ignac Fuks

• Decemb.[er]

• Klavi[e]rpiecen

• Mi smo braćo fantasie
concertante

• Jugoslavjansko kolo

• Bosansko kolo

• Na grobu Lisinskog 

• C. A. Spina

• compositionen



• new paragraphs are like in the letter

• the end of a sheet is indicated with the sign //

• every word that is crossed over is written in the comments, including letters or whole 

paragraphs



• How can and do the comments help understanding the content of a letter?

• Should the differences in the grammar be emphasized in the comments?

• Is there a better way to guide a reader through the letter?


